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The ways in which many nineteenth-century English intellectuals
saw their constitutional system as having been carried from ‘the
forests of Germany’ during the Anglo-Saxon invasions, and adopted
a sense of racial affiliation and shared origins with the modern
German peoples, is a topic that has been examined widely by histo-
rians. Ideas of Teutonic migration and the displacement of the earli-
er Celtic (often termed ‘Welsh’) population to the fringes of the
British Isles became central to a particular (if often contested) nation-
al story. Likewise, the manner in which liberal German thinkers in
the nineteenth century often saw English political and legal forms as
a full flowering of ancient Germanic systems unaffected by Roman
elements, and adopted similar senses of ethnic or racial affiliation
with the English, has also been widely recognized. These develop-
ments were highly political, giving a sense of racialized, historic, and
constitutional depth to national communities, and conceptually
linked the two countries. And not only were these ideas reinforced by
the consolidating discipline of academic history, but the appeal of
these narratives was crucial for building the careers of many histori-
ans, such as John Richard Green and Edward Augustus Freeman.
This book by Oded Y. Steinberg examines the relationship be -

tween ‘Teutonism’ and history within a network of politically active
and university based historians in the second half of the nineteenth
century. There are particularly strong focuses on E. A. Freeman and
James Bryce, along with excurses to Friedrich Max Müller, J. R.
Green, and a range of other figures. In this, it should be said that the
emphasis in the book is decidedly on the ‘Anglo’ side of the ‘Anglo-
German’ equation, rather than, as might be expected from the title, it
being a study of bilateral, comparative, or transnational relations
between English and German historians (although elements of this
do appear in some chapters, especially the second one). The Teut -
onist historians are shown as linked by friendship, correspondence,
and publications, and to have developed within an intellectual con-
text where geopolitical interests, changes in historical scholarship,
and shifts in related subjects, such as antiquarianism and philology,
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were entangled with new conceptions of the past and ideas of the
relations between peoples. 
Across the book, the Teutonist historians are shown as having

multiple perspectives on the Germanic past and its significance, dif-
ferentiating the Germanic peoples from the Celts, the Romans, and
the Slavs, and asserting their simultaneously racial–cultural but also
constitutional importance. Beyond this, the book has larger argu-
ments of some interest. Foremost among these is that Teutonist nar-
ratives promoted new understandings of historical periodization and
chronology based on ‘racial time’. History was measured not accord-
ing to dynasties, geography, or classic periodizations of ‘antiquity’,
‘middle ages’, and ‘modernity’, but was seen as the continual story of
the development of particular racial–cultural groups. This chronolo-
gy of ‘racial time’ not only provided a new way of structuring and
thinking about history, but also became a way of connecting com-
munities across time and geography. 
The book’s first three chapters provide a framework for the over-

all study and its argument. The first, ‘The English Teutonic Circle’,
combines context for the early development of ‘Anglo-Saxonism’ in
England with a study of how Teutonist scholars such as Green,
Freeman, and Bryce understood the cultures and geographies of the
Germanic peoples across northern Europe (and into North America).
The second chapter, ‘Roman Decline and Teutonic Rejuvenation’,
examines some connections between English and German historians,
particularly through new forms of history-writing. Chapter three,
‘Racial History’, looks at the long-standing trope of the Völker wan de -
rung of the fourth and fifth centuries (within which the Anglo-Saxon
invasions of Britain were placed) as a great period of cyclical histori-
cal change and civilizational renewal, with dynamic Ger manism tak-
ing over from the decadent Roman period. These three chapters
together blend into one another quite markedly, and present an over-
all sense of the intellectual and social roots of this community of his-
torians.
The next three chapters are intellectual biographies of three histo-

rians, paying attention to how they engaged with ideas of race, his-
tory, and periodization. The first of these examines possibly the
archetypal ‘Teutonist’, Edward Augustus Freeman, who is presented
as holding Teutonic history to represent a single ‘modern’ era com-
mencing with the Germanic migrations. In this, Freeman promoted a



view of history defined by ‘race’ and relations between racial groups,
but often understood this in cultural and constitutional, as much as
hereditarian, forms. Next follows a study of James Bryce, the histori-
an and prominent Liberal politician, particularly examining his inter-
est in the constitutional and institutional history of the Holy Roman
Empire, which was seen as merging religious and political forms,
and providing lessons for later imperial systems. The final chapter is
something of an odd one out, examining the work of the quite non-
Teutonist Irish historian J. B. Bury at the turn of the twentieth centu-
ry. Bury is shown to have developed new means of defining history
and ‘progress’ through the study of the relative fates of the Western
and Eastern Roman empires. The work ends with a discussion of the
implications of these ‘Germanic’ conceptions of history for historio-
graphical debates on Anglo-German antagonism in the years leading
up to the First World War, with the assumed racial affinities between
the English and the Germans in many ways sharpening senses of
rivalry. 
The book largely succeeds in its core aim of providing expositions

of ‘Teutonism’ among history-writers in nineteenth-century England.
It shows how a community of ‘Anglo-German historians’ developed
and asserted the Germanic heritage of the English, which was based
on wider notions of superiority, whether racial, national, linguistic,
or constitutional. There are, however, a few issues which I thought
could have been developed more, particularly as the focus of the
biographical chapters in particular is very much based on analysing
textual works of history, rather than contextualizing the figures
under investigation. For example, the political affiliations and activi-
ties of the historians in question are mentioned, but do take some-
thing of a backseat to the analysis of their writings. This means that
their history-writing is not as related to their strong political activity
as it possibly ought to have been. Also, given that Freeman and Bryce
were both Regius Professors of History, the book could have used
some discussion of the particularities of academic career-building and
history-writing in Oxford itself during this period, as this is never
really investigated.
There is something of a larger missed opportunity in the book,

which does limit its readership and argument in the current histori-
cal context, in that it is largely positioned towards quite an old histo-
riography, and is not really connected with current debates in the his-
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tory and implications of race and nationality in the nineteenth centu-
ry. Any references past 2010 tend to relate to the more specialist lit-
erature around the particular historians being discussed, rather than
engaging with new concepts or trends in the wider historiography.
As suggested above, one might expect a book which engages with
‘Anglo-German’ thought to reflect on long-running trends in trans -
national history, which this work does not really do. More significant
is an overall lack of engagement with the new strands of modern
British history, which have placed empire at the centre of the British
experience, and examined its manifold entanglement with history,
race, nation, and gender, and provided important new ways of think-
ing about these topics, and British and English history more widely.
The book cites important authors in this vein, such as Theodore
Koditschek and Duncan Bell, without engaging with their arguments
in the depth required, and references to other key figures in this
wider literature, such as Catherine Hall, Sadiah Qureshi, and John
MacKenzie are conspicuously absent. The arguments and examples
in the book—how the Teutonist historians thought of their ‘race’ as
‘manly’ and ‘born to rule’, constantly making analogies and compar-
isons with extra-European populations subjected to colonial control,
while reflecting on the rise and fall of various empires—suggest that
there is a huge amount of potential linkage here. While the book can
hint at these connections and significance (and readers can certainly
fill in the gaps themselves), the larger contribution is less clear than
it could have been.
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